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A famous child psychologist, who has authored several best-selling
books on raising children, discovers he doesn't know as much as he
thought he did when he meets a pediatrician and mother of three.
Neither of them imagined how their lives would change when they
shared a flight headed for Las Vegas for a medical convention.
For Jack Winston and Victoria Feingold, whatever happens in Vegas
doesn't stay in Vegas. It follows them back to Chicago.
Jack doesn't want to fail, but he's not sure he's emotionally prepared to
live with Victoria's three children. Not to mention her mother, sister,
dog, and needy ex-husband.
Grand Central Station is a fast-paced ride and a lot of fun!
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4.0 ★ rating on Audible
4.14 ★ rating on Goodreads

Praise for Grand Central Station
"Sangita Chauhan's performance was terrific. I enjoyed listening to her. She had a
wonderful tone with great voice inflections making this an enjoyable listen."
-Teresa, Audible Reviewer
"Marsha knows how to build credible characters and prepare her reader with a
grounded platform that seems so real that the comedy she is about to launch gives us
the comfort to laugh at our own similarities and foibles. "
-Grady, Goodreads Reviewer
"A quick read, this one will keep you entertained and amused until the very end. "
-Valery, Goodreads Reviewer
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Marsha Casper Cook, Author
From romance and inspirational to adventure and fiction,
Marsha has more than 20 years of experience in the writing
industry. Overall, there are 12 books, five of which are children's
and 11 feature-length screenplays published and written under
her name. She has a lot of fun with her writing and with her
latest romantic comedy, It's Never Too Late For Love, she has
decided to use this book as the start for a new series featuring
Gracie, as dog that is not only an angel, but she talks.
She is also the founder of Michigan Avenue Media and a partner
of the World of Ink Network. Marsha is also a host and the
producer of all the World Of Ink Network shows. Her shows are
about writing and what's new in the entertainment field and on
many of her shows she discusses important health concerns.
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